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The combined territories of Sega Amusements 
Europe and Sega Amusements USA cover over half 
the globe. We offer a ‘one stop’ destination for the 
range of amusement equipment proven for the 
small operator through to large corporate national 
brands.

Sega develops and distributes coin operated 
amusement games across all genres – video, 
novelty, redemption, pushers, simulators, attraction 
pieces, prize retailing and more. 

As a world renowned leader in the video market 
and producing high end, long term earning products, 
is the cornerstone of our reputation. The two territories 
are also committed to finding new products in all 
product groups from around the world and bringing 
the best to your business.

Both companies have ‘in house’ divisions that 
supply dedicated spares for your business along 
with comprehensive technical support. Sega Total 
Solutions in Europe and Sega Spares in America are 
there to support you and your customers and strive 
to deliver the very best customer service.

The Sega Prize divisions work hand in hand with the 
prize products offered under Sega’s umbrella and 
many others in the market place. They retail both 
exclusive licensed and non licensed merchandise 
for your prize operations.

The combined group is committed to bringing the 
best product, support and service to our customers 
but Sega is more than just a supplier. We work 
closely with operators to understand their business, 
to help develop their business, and to develope 
products that the operator can invest in with 
confidence, ultimately making the operator more 
successful.

PAUL WILLIAMS
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
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The only things between the Army of the Undead 
and the rest of the city are you two and your Golden 
Guns. Make sure you’ve got plenty of ammo….

Golden Gun takes you and your partner on a 
perilous trek through a city filled with zombies, 
phantoms and countless other hideous and 
dangerous creatures. You’re outnumbered 10,000 to 
one but you’ve got the Golden Guns and that just 
might be enough….

THE GOLDEN GUN IS YOURS

GOLDEN
GUN

D1550mm W1170mm H2315mm 326kg
D61” W46” H91” 718lb

42” LCD

Upgradable weapons 
and shields

Golden Guns never 
need reloading

3 massive stages, 
each with multiple 

routes and all with a 
diabolical stage 

ending boss!

2 Player action

D1550mm W2010mm H2205mm 510kg
D61” W79” H87” 1124lb

SONIC &
SEGA ALL-STARS
RACING ARCADE

In a frantic battle to the chequered flag, Sonic and 
friends speed around tracks set in medieval castles, 
lush rain forests and bustling cities, all taken from 
the visually rich and varied universes of Sonic and 
Sega. Fan favourites such as Dr. Eggman, Tails, AiAi, 
Amigo and many more will join Sonic in their custom 
built vehicles.

Battle it out in Championship mode or link up to 8 
cabinets to find out who the ultimate racer is! SSR 
features a revolutionary new illuminated cabinet 
and seat that will grab players attentions instantly. 
They will keep coming back for more too, because 
Sonic & SEGA All-Stars Racing Arcade features a 
ticket payout system, so not only do players have 
the satisfaction of victory over their rivals, they will 
now be rewarded for it too!

AN ALL -STAR  R ACER

the satisfaction of victory over their rivals, they will 
now be rewarded for it too!

32” LCD

13 characters, 13 
tracks & 3 game 
modes

New illuminated 
cabinet

Linkable up to 8 
players

Mini drift boost system

15 different weapons



The follow up to the number one Sega action 
adventure game ‘Let’s Go Jungle’ is here. 
This time players are on a South Pacific 
island diving tour & soon end up in trouble 
with modern day pirates. Players must work 
together to survive everything the island has 
to throw at them. 

Be immersed in this nonstop island adventure  
with it’s large LCD screen, frantic rapid fire 
game play & unique themed cabinet.

LET’S GO
ISLAND

Motion, non-motion and 
upright cabinets available

Colourful artwork

Unique cabinet

Easy to pick up game play

Fixed gun controller

2 player

THE SMASH HIT IS BACK

UPRIGHT

52” DELUXE

42” MOTION DELUXE

D1880mm W1220mm H2300mm 459kg
D74” W48” H91” 1012lb

D1880mm W1220mm H2300mm 459kg
D74” W48” H91” 1012lb

Non CE territories only

D1550mm W2010mm H2035mm 510kg
D61” W79” H80” 1124lb

GRID

Get on the GRID and get ready for the race of your 
life. Drive some of the worlds most legendary, most 
desirable and fastest cars such as the Pagani 
Zonda, the Bugatti Veyron and the Aston Martin 
DBR9.

And what better place to race these iconic cars 
than on some of the worlds most famous tracks. 
Have you got what it takes to take on the likes of 
Donington Park, Spa Francorchamps or Okutama? 
Do you have the nerve to race on the narrow streets 
of San Francisco, Milan or Detroit? GRID, it’s all 
about the race!

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE RACE

Linkable up to 6 players

Detailed car damage

32” Twin

52” DLX coming
soon!

Linkable up to 6 players

Detailed car damage



SEGA RACING
CLASSIC

THE CLASSIC IS BACK

HARLEY-
DAVIDSON

B O R N  T O  B E  W I L D

32” LCD screen
Linkable up to 4 players

The most played arcade 
racer is back and better 
than ever. Race the 
classic Hornet race car 
through the original 
legendary tracks including 
the multiplayer favourite 
Three Sevens Speedway.

D2400mm W1560mm H2270mm 383kg
D95” W62” H90” 844lb

D1650mm W2100mm H2100mm 510kg
D65” W83” H83” 1124lb

Ride your motorcycle 
and  fly through the 
city streets. Feel the 
excitement that only a 
real Harley creates. 
Race your way 
through 10 tracks 
while listening to 
classic 70’s rock tunes 
like “Highway Star”.

56” DLP
Motion bike
Linkable up to 4

Ride your motorcycle 
and  fly through the 
city streets. Feel the 
excitement that only a 
real Harley creates. 
Race your way 
through 10 tracks 
while listening to 
classic 70’s rock tunes 

JUMP AND DESTROY!

HUMMER

D1720mm W1200mm H2000mm 383kg
D68” W48” H79” 844lb

D1495mm W2015mm H1945mm 525kg
D59” W79” H77” 1157lb

D2740mm W2250mm H2200mm 730kg
D107” W87” H91” 1609lbD107” W87” H91” 1609lb

A thrilling off-road racing game utilizing GM 
HUMMER. The game’s strong feature is a superb 
motion simulation. Riding ‘on or off’ road, players 
will feel every bump and jump the game can throw 
at them whilst smashing through hazards and 
obstacles.

32” LCD screen
Hummer styled marquee
Linkable up to 4 players

40” LCD screen
Two point activator 
motion
2 Player ‘Driver 
change system’
Linkable up to 8 
players

42” LCD screen
Single point activator 
motion
2 Player ‘Driver change 
system’
Linkable up to 8 players
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As well as being the only legal kiosk for the Xbox 
360 games console, you can now bring the latest in 
modern gaming to your location with the Microsoft 
Kinect™ motion control  system. Games are played 
by simply moving your body. The player is now the 
controller and will experience a level of interactively 
never seen before in the arcade. With a great line 
up of launch titles, Kinect is ready for your location 
now.

G E T  I N  T H E  G A M E !

GAME
GATE KINECT

D800mm W850mm H2010mm 129kg
D32” W34” H79” 285lb

Kinect games

    Dance Central
    Kinectimals
    Joy Ride
    Motion Sports
    Party in Motion
    Kinect Sports
  
Xbox 360 games

    FIFA
    Fight Night
    Halo
    Lord of the Rings
    Avatar
    WWE

Plus over 200 other 
games available.
  

SEGA RALLY 3

The classic returns with 5 challenging environments 
including the original Sega Rally 1 ‘Desert’ track 
remodelled in stunning high definition. Choose from 
6 licensed WRC cars and beat the checkpoints and 
work your way through the field to become the 
champion in this high octane driver across 5 
challenging environments.

ST ILL THE CHAMPION

D1500mm W2020mm H1950mm 473kg
D59” W80” H77” 1043lb

5 tracks and 3 game modes

6 licensed World Rally Cars
plus 2 hidden cars

Linkable up to 6 players

Secret ‘Lakeside’ trackSecret ‘Lakeside’ track



MONKEY BALL IS BACK

SUPER 
MONKEY BALL

One of the most legendary 
and compelling, video games 
ever is back in the arcades 
and it’s bigger than ever... 
literally! Challenge yourself in 
either score attack or line 
attack. Why not buddy up with 
a friend and work together in 
co-op mode or go head to 

head against one another.

THE BIGGER THE BETTER

TETRIS GIANT

Super Monkey Ball - Ticket Blitz 
continues the adventures of AiAi – 
the adorable Monkey-in-a-Ball 
who started the Monkey Ball 
franchise 10 years ago.  Perfect 
for all ages, Monkey Ball - Ticket 
Blitz is the must have ticket 
redemption game of the year! 

Uniquely lit cabinet

32” LCD screen

Giant 7” trackball

Optional seat available

D1500mm W1350mm H2620mm 321kg
D59 W53” H103” 707lb

D815mm W1170mm H1880mm 95kg
D32” W46” H74” 209lb

MONKEY BALL IS BACK
Super Monkey Ball - Ticket Blitz 

 of AiAi – 
the adorable Monkey-in-a-Ball 
who started the Monkey Ball 
franchise 10 years ago.  Perfect 
for all ages, Monkey Ball - Ticket 
Blitz is the must have ticket 
redemption game of the year! 

47” LCD screen

Giant joystick

SONIC'S
TICKET ALLSTARS

Sonic’s Ticket Allstars brings classic reel based 
redemption together with the strong Sonic brand 
and this time Sonic's brought his friends along for a 
spin! Each cabinet  has a different character on it, 
making each cabinet unique, eye catching and fun!

Linkable up to 15, Sonic’s Ticket Allstars features a 
community game mode which is initiated when 
multiple players are active at the same time. When 
in this mode players have the opportunity to win the 
bonus community jackpot! As if the strong branding 
wasn't enough, Sonic Series features illumivac 
lighting that will make a set of these the centre piece 
of any location!

S P I N  I T  T O  W I N  I T

D550mm W550mm H2000mm
D22” W22” H79”

lighting that will make a set of these the centre piece 
of any location!

Sonic branding

Illumivac lighting

Linkable up to 15

Community jackpot 
feature



Discover a new and innovative concept in air 
hockey! Sonic Quad Air, part of the Sonic Allstars 
range, is a 4 player table that is going to change the 
way you play air hockey.

It can be played with 2, 3, or 4 players at a time, and 
also 2, 3, or 4 pucks at a time. Each player’s goal 
gate will drop when money is inserted on their side, 
so that when only 2 people are playing they cannot 
score on empty goals. It does allow anyone to join 
in on the fun though, at anytime, by inserting a coin 
and getting in on the action!

F U N  4  E V E R Y O N E

SONIC
QUAD AIR

D2315mm W2315mm H915mm 340kg
D91” W91” H36” 750lb

‘Sonic Allstars’ branding

Up to 4 players

LED scoring and timer on playfield

Scratch free play field

Chasing LED lighting

SHOOT SOME HOOPS

T H E  B I G  H I T T E R

SONIC
AIR HOCKEY

SONIC
BASKETBALL

‘Sonic Allstars’ branding

Dual ticket dispensers

Scratch resistant playfield

Safety guards

Chasing LED lights

UV lighting gantry

‘Sonic Allstars’ branding

Family friendly fun

Progressive gameplay with
moving hoop 

Linkable up to 15 players 

Ticket dispenser built in

Sega have brought together the Sonic brand and  
redemption with this fast paced air hockey table. 
No location is complete without this family favourite.

Shoot some hoops with Sonic & test your basketball 
skills.

‘Sonic Allstars’ branding

Dual ticket dispensers

Scratch resistant playfield

No location is complete without this family favourite.

D2490mm W1040mm H2640mm 238kg
D98” W41” H104” 525lb

D2290mm W1680mm H2160mm 237kg
D90” W66” H85” 523lb



PIGS
MIGHT FLY

This hilarious ticket redemption 
game with it’s unique "Seesaw 
controller" sees  players 
launching a pig into space, 
aiming to hit as many UFO’s as 
possible. The more you hit, the 
more tickets you win. Destroy 
the mothership for a ticket 
bonanza.

T H I S  P I G  C A N  F L Y

D620mm W690mm H1920mm 129kg
D25” W27” H76” 285lb

MONKEY
PARADISE

Monkey Paradise is a fun & 
simple redemption game 
that see’s players hitting left 
& right as fast as they can to 
reach the top of the tree. 
Once at the top, players 
must grab as many coconuts 
as they can. The more 
coconuts, the more tickets 
you win. Grab the golden 
coconut to challenge the 
bonus stage!

REDEMPTION PARADISE

D610mm W2130mm H2390mm 311kg
D24” W84” H94” 686lb

REDEMPTION PARADISE

Sooty, the most lovable character in British Television 
history is back!! First shown on British TV some 60 years 
ago, The Sooty Show has been at the forefront of 
Children’s television for two generations already, and 
the exciting news is that a whole new generation are to 
be introduced to Sooty and his mischievous friends in 
the summer of 2011. 

British Children’s ITV have commissioned a new series, to 
be shown on national television networks  this coming 
summer, the filming of which has already begun. There-
fore Sega are pleased to announce that The Sooty Show 
is now available to have in your arcade!

The Sooty Show arcade machine features Sooty, Sweep 
and Soo playing nursery rhymes on their musical 
instruments, before delivering a prize vended from one 
of six spiral prize arms. The machine is a prize every time 
vendor which will appeal to young and old alike.

Bring the magic of Sooty to your arcade!!

IZZY WIZZY LET'S GET BUSY!

THE
SOOTY SHOW

D600mm W1050mm H1600mm
D24” W42” H63”

Prize every time Branded Sooty merchandise
Can be customised to most European languages



CUCKOO

SPINARAMA

Stop the swinging pendulum 
to win tickets. Hit the bonus 
target to enter the cuckoo 
clock and release the cuckoo 
bird to win the Jackpot.

I T ’ S  CUCKOO T IME

YOU GOT TO MIX IT UP!

Stop the swinging pendulum 
to win tickets. Hit the bonus 
target to enter the cuckoo 
clock and release the cuckoo 

Hit the start button to release 
the balls and watch them spin 
around the circling wheel. 
Land them in the holes on the 
outer wheel for tickets, and 
make them down the orange 
ramps into the inner wheel for 
higher ticket opportunities! 
When a ball lands in the bonus 
hole, players can win the ticket 
amount displayed under 
bonus.

D1195mm W890mm H1525mm 141kg
D47” W35” H60” 310lb

D1030mm W700mm H2000mm 156kg
D41” W28” H79” 344lb

Unique cuckoo clock 
cabinet
Eye catching design
and lighting
Quick simple gameplay
Fun for all ages

JUMP FOR THE JACKPOT

REDEMPTION ROCKET

SPONGEBOB
TICKET BOOM

SPACESHIP

The notorious Nickelodeon 
character is a global 
phenomenon recognised 
by children off all ages, 
making Ticket Boom highly 
popular. 

Players need to stomp on 
the moving light as it 
reaches the platform and 
win five consecutive rounds 
for the ‘Jackpot Challenge’.

Roll your coin over the 
spinning Inner galaxy to 
the win slot.  Doing so 
starts the outer galaxy 
spinning but only for a 
short period of time!   
Make it safely to the win 
slot while the outer galaxy 
is spinning and you could 
win an out of this world 
ticket jackpot bonus!

D1070mm W915mm H1680mm 125kg
D42” W36” H66” 275lb

D2200mm W910mm H2080mm 218kg
D87” W36” H82” 481lb

REDEMPTION ROCKET

short period of time!   



THE 6D MOTION RIDE

GET YOU GROOVE ON

XD THEATRE

Customisable to your location.

Triotech Amusement is a leading manufacturer of 
motion-based platforms for the amusement industry. 
Triotech and its partners have created the most 
technologically advanced motion actuator system in 
the world and maintain exclusive rights for its deployment 
in the amusement and entertainment industries. 

Through licensing agreements and strategic partnerships 
with leading game and movie developers, Triotech is 
able to offer leading-edge productions at a fraction 
of the cost. Triotech is committed to offering high-end, 
crowd-pleasing and attractive technology with 
superior quality hardware, and ensures the highest 
return on investment.

Turn any location into a star attraction with the XD 
Theatre, a 6D motion simulated thrill ride that 
transcends time, space and imagination. The XD 
Theatre will have your customers thrilled and
wanting more, all for a price that won’t have you 
compromise your standards for successful 
entertainment.

Available from 8 seats upwards

All electronic, no hydraulics

Customised floor layouts

Catalogue of 12 films

STRICTLY
DISCO

DEEP SEA
TREASURE

WHAT TREASURES AWAIT?

With it’s stunning glitter ball, 
Strictly Disco 6 player is an 
outstanding visual centre piece. 
The play field's evolved design 
makes it ideal for merchandising 
& the theme is very 'en vogue' 
with much of the nation following 
the highly popular TV series.

Available on redemption or cash for all markets

Amid the tropical pirate wreck 
players use two fast feed coin 
entries to fire coins at the brightly 
animated sea creatures on the 
cabinets interactive 28” LCD 
screen, making this impressive 
looking single player pusher a 
sure fire success.  

Patented interactive LCD feature

Available on redemption or
cash for all markets

D830mm W760mm H2100mm 225kg
D33” W30” H83” 496lb

D2000mm W2000mm H2290mm 350kg
D79” W79” H90” 772lb



D830mm W760mm H2100mm 225kg
D33” W29” H79” 496lb

BESIDE THE
SEASIDE

With a stunning cabinet and 
funny ‘seaside postcard’ 
livery, along with licensed 
recognisable catchy jingles, 
Beside the Seaside is sure to 
stand out in any location. With 
two fast feed ‘half pipe’ and 
multi mech coin entries the 
game is available on 2p, 10p 
or Euro Cents. Utilizing wide 
bed playfields the machine is 
fully designed to handle prize 
merchandise. Available as 
ticket or cash payout.

OH, I DO LIKE TO BE...

Founded by Gordon Crompton & Ben Wilson who 
have over 40 years of experience within the coin-op 
industry. Game Concepts was formed as an avenue 
to express ideas that challenge the gaming world 
parameters. The company marries past experience 
with future technology, and ideas, and has begun to 
design games that will challenge and revolutionise 
the amusement industry on an international scale.

Classic American Road Trip is a dedicated ticket 
payout, single player pusher. Classic American 
Road Trip has a unique bonus feature that is themed 
around the famous Hollywood to Chicago Route 66. 
At each destination players will light up postcards 
of the iconic location and get the opportunity to 
receive a bonus splash of coins that convert into 
greater ticket wins. On reaching the journeys end 
the player can win up to a 500 ticket bonus.

Coinage for the machine 
is universal, for the UK 
available on 2p / 10p and 
Euro cent or swipe card 
for Europe and the Middle 
East. The player can insert 
larger denominations of 
coins and is then able to 
play off the credit 
buttons.

LIFE ON THE OPEN ROAD

CLASSIC
AMERICAN
ROAD TRIP

D820mm W720mm H2040mm 225kg
D33” W29” H81” 496lb

Coinage for the machine 
is universal, for the UK 
available on 2p / 10p and 
Euro cent or swipe card 
for Europe and the Middle 
East. The player can insert 
larger denominations of 
coins and is then able to 
play off the credit 

Available on redemption
or cash for all markets



THE 6D MOTION RIDE

GET YOU GROOVE ON

XD THEATRE

Customisable to your location.

Triotech Amusement is a leading manufacturer of 
motion-based platforms for the amusement industry. 
Triotech and its partners have created the most 
technologically advanced motion actuator system in 
the world and maintain exclusive rights for its deployment 
in the amusement and entertainment industries. 

Through licensing agreements and strategic partnerships 
with leading game and movie developers, Triotech is 
able to offer leading-edge productions at a fraction 
of the cost. Triotech is committed to offering high-end, 
crowd-pleasing and attractive technology with 
superior quality hardware, and ensures the highest 
return on investment.

Turn any location into a star attraction with the XD 
Theatre, a 6D motion simulated thrill ride that 
transcends time, space and imagination. The XD 
Theatre will have your customers thrilled and
wanting more, all for a price that won’t have you 
compromise your standards for successful 
entertainment.

Available from 8 seats upwards

All electronic, no hydraulics

Customised floor layouts

Catalogue of 12 films

STRICTLY
DISCO

DEEP SEA
TREASURE

WHAT TREASURES AWAIT?

With it’s stunning glitter ball, 
Strictly Disco 6 player is an 
outstanding visual centre piece. 
The play field's evolved design 
makes it ideal for merchandising 
& the theme is very 'en vogue' 
with much of the nation following 
the highly popular TV series.

Available on redemption or cash for all markets

Amid the tropical pirate wreck 
players use two fast feed coin 
entries to fire coins at the brightly 
animated sea creatures on the 
cabinets interactive 28” LCD 
screen, making this impressive 
looking single player pusher a 
sure fire success.  

Patented interactive LCD feature

Available on redemption or
cash for all markets

D830mm W760mm H2100mm 225kg
D33” W30” H83” 496lb

D2000mm W2000mm H2290mm 350kg
D79” W79” H90” 772lb



BLUEWATER

Sega Amusements Europe Ltd has now been 
successfully operating XD Theatre at Europe largest 
shopping centre, Bluewater, for over a year now.  
Thousands of shoppers have experienced the 6D 
motion ride that is like no other and keep coming 
back again and again. XD Theatre grabs the atten-
tion of passers by as well as attracting large party 
bookings on a regular basis. 

Sega Amusements Europe is actively expanding this 
business and opportunities for the XD Theatre are 
sought in the following sectors;

Please contact Jean-Luc Dieudonne on;
+44 (0) 208 391 8077 or email Jean-LucD@sega.co.uk

XD THEATRE OPERATION

XD Theatre - Bluewater

Leisure

Retail

MuseumsVisitor attarctions

Travel terminus

Holiday destinations

Be blown away by the new wind effect, new movies, 
sleeker cabinet and high definition graphics. 
Revenue earnings are proving Typhoon is still a 
‘must have’ product.

The newly designed 
Stomper DLX is a revolution 
in interactive coin-op 
gaming with 10 multiplayer 
games. Link up to 4 units for 
the ultimate contest!

THE NEXT GENERATION

PLAY,  DANCE,  JUMP!

TYPHOON

STOMPER DLX

D1600mm W1900mm H2150mm
D63” W75” H85”

D2100mm W1705mm H1930mm 363kg
D87” W67” H76” 800lb

Large LCD screen

6 unique high
definition films

Compact
footprint

Now with the added
dimension of wind!

‘must have’ product.
Now with the added

dimension of wind!

The newly designed 
Stomper DLX is a revolution 
in interactive coin-op 
gaming with 10 multiplayer 
games. Link up to 4 units for 

Compact

Easy to assemble

Instant reaction 
floor sensors



D4880mm W4270mm H2930mm
D192” W168” H116”

F A U L T L E S S  F U N

FAULTY
REPAIR SHOP

Pan's electronic shooting galleries provide the 
highest standards of control and animation. 
Excellent manufacturing skills combined with creative 
design and technological input mean that Pan can 
produce electronic shooting galleries in detailed 
standard themes and also meet the exacting standards 
for individual themes in theme parks, specialist 
retail chains, museums and other leisure outlets. 
Whether electronic shooting galleries, rides or 
midway games, the key is 365 days operation with 
minimum supervision and maintenance.

No job too small, or profit too large! Faulty 
Repair Shop is Pan Amusements next generation 
shooting gallery with multiple action targets, 
improved animation and greater player 
satisfaction!

Up to 25 targets

Water interaction

Scoring and sound

Multi action targets

R O L L  U P ,  R O L L  U P

SIDESHOW

D2640mm W2210mm H1930mm 333kg
D104” W87” H76” 734lb

Sega have worked closely with Pan Amusements 
to develop a compact shooting gallery without 
compromising any of the character or earning 
potential of the product. Using simple gameplay 
that the whole family can enjoy, no location would 
be complete without the all new and exciting 
Sideshow.

ALSO
AVAILABLE

D2640mm W2210mm H1930mm 333kg
D104” W87” H76” 734lb

D2640mm W2210mm H1930mm 333kg
D104” W87” H76” 734lb

D2640mm W2210mm H1930mm 333kg

New bonus feature
14 interactive and wacky targets
New trailing attract lighting
Carnival style voice overs
Ticket dispenser built in
Digital sound & scoring
Compact 3 gun console
Non compressor,
all electrical



KNOCK
OUT PUNCH

Step in to the ring 
and take on the best 
of the best in this fast 
paced redemption 
game based on a 
winning formula. The 
aim of the game 
could not be simpler! 
Knock out the boxers 
to win tickets and 
become the champion 
of the world!

A  R E A L  C H A M P I O N

Innovative Concepts in Entertainment (ICE) has 
been a manufacturer of coin operated amusement, 
sports and skill redemption games since 1982. 
Today, ICE carries one of the largest, most prolific 
product ranges in the coin operated industry. Their 
commitment is to produce quality and reliability. 
Sega are proud to distribute ICE products to 
European territories.

D965mm W1400mm H16300mm 204kg
D38” W55” H64” 450lb

Ahoy, me hearties, the real booty has arrived! 
Treasure Quest is classic redemption piece that 
will go down a storm in any location. Players 
must physically spin the ships wheel so it stops on 
the big ticket wins!

The ever popular 
and strong pirate 
theme of this 
game will mean 
it’s a favourite for 
years to come 
and players are 
sure never to grow 
tired of the surprising 
addictive appeal of 
spinning in the big 
wins!

X  M A R K S  T H E  S P O T

TREASURE
QUEST

D965mm W1705mm H2440mm 259kg
D38” W67” H96” 570lb

must physically spin the ships wheel so it stops on 
the big ticket wins!

The ever popular 
and strong pirate 
theme of this 
game will mean 
it’s a favourite for 
years to come 
and players are 
sure never to grow 
tired of the surprising 
addictive appeal of 
spinning in the big 

% control
Real action
wheel spin
Dual ticket
dispensers
means greater
ticket capacity



DEAL OR
NO DEAL

This officially licensed game 
has all the authentic nuances 
of the game show making 
players feel as if they are part 
of the game. Eliminate boxes 
just like in the TV show and wait 
to hear the offer from the 

banker. Deal or No Deal?

B E A T  T H E  B A N K E R

Tippin Bloks is played by using 
the interactive tray controller. 
Players try to catch dropping 
blocks, and stack them to 
various win levels. Get to the 
top to win the jackpot. If the 
player drops more than 3 
blocks it’s game over!

T I P P I N  T O  T H E  T O P

TIPPIN BLOKS

D1955mm W1270mm H2260mm 272kg
D77” W50” H89” 600lb

D1375mm W840mm H2365mm 218kg
D54” W33” H93” 480lb

This officially licensed game 
has all the authentic nuances 
of the game show making 
players feel as if they are part 
of the game. Eliminate boxes 
just like in the TV show and wait 
to hear the offer from the 

Tippin Bloks is played by using 
the interactive tray controller. 
Players try to catch dropping 
blocks, and stack them to 
various win levels. Get to the 
top to win the jackpot. If the 
player drops more than 3 
blocks it’s game over!

T I P P I N  T O  T H E  T O P

42” Vertical LCD screen

Unique controller

Innovative game play

Robin Hood, the hero of 
English folklore is here! Using 
the cross bow, players shoot 
various moving targets, and 
treasure chests, to win 
tickets. The player then has 
the option to choose either 
their ticket winnings, or try for 
the bonus by shooting the 
final apple target. If they 
miss, they still win half of their 
tickets. Robin Hood is a 
great, fast paced game that 
promotes repeat play.

Photo Finish puts a new 
spin on the old midway 
classic. Live action 
sound, group or solo 
play, complete with nail 
biting finishes make it a 
hot ticket in any location. 
Available in either 3 or 5 
player models with 
either ticket redemption 

or just play for fun.

WANTED! IN YOUR SITE

ROBIN HOOD

I T ’ S  A  D E A D  C E R T

PHOTO FINISH

D1805mm W1730mm H2845mm 627kg
D71” W68” H112” 1382lb

D1475mm W990mm H1905mm 198kg
D58” W39” H75” 437lb



GO BALLISTIC

Go Ballistic is a video 
redemption game requiring 
the players to physically 
move around by tossing 
soft play balls at a 47” 
interactive touch screen 
across 5 different and exciting 
interactive games, all with 
their own unique theme. 

Big Win Super Spin is not only a 
visually impressive redemption 
game but also an addictively 
simple game to play. Players 
must pull the handle to set the 
revolving light off. Then they 
must bash the button to skill 
stop on a ticket win value. With 
three chances to win the 
jackpot.

R E A D Y. .  S E T . . .  G O !

BIG WIN
SUPER SPIN

CA N  YO U  W I N  B I G ?

D1020mm W1220mm H2365mm 227kg
D40” W48” H93” 500lb

D1985mm W1195mm H2210mm 314kg
D78” W47” H87” 691lb

Players can’t keep their hands off 
ICE’s first ever touch screen 
redemption game. The more 
bubbles they pop, the more tickets 
they win. There are also 9 interactive 
power ups that gives this eye 
catching piece considerable 
depth that will keep players 
coming back for more.

L O V E L Y  B U B B L Y

B I G  T I M E  F I S H I N ’

BUSTER
BUBBLES

FISHIN’ TIME

D815mm W840mm H1780mm 164kg
D32” W33” H70” 360lb

D915mm W865mm H1880m 181kg
D36” W34” H74 400lb

Fishin’ Time is a fun 2 player 
video redemption game for 
kids.... and for the grown 
ups! 

Drop the hook to catch  the 
fish and win tickets if you 
reel them in.

Fishin’ Time now comes in a 
deluxe 39” LCD cabinet.

Fishin’ Time is a fun 2 player 
video redemption game for 
kids.... and for the grown 

the 
fish and win tickets if you 

Fishin’ Time now comes in a 



HAMMERHEAD

This fantastic “whacky” game 
has players hitting as many 
sharks as possible in the time 
allowed. The more they hit, the 
more tickets they win. Its small 
foot print makes it perfect for any 
location.

FINTASTICLY WHACKY

ALLEY ROLLERS
K E E P  O N  R O L L I N G

D890mm W660mm H1830mm 123kg
D35” W26” H72” 270lb

D3050mm W765mm H2135mm 247kg
D120” W30” H84” 545lb

3 ACROSS
A new dimension to a classic 
favourite. Double your score by 
lighting 3 pockets in a row. Light 
all 9 pockets for a perfect game 
and bonus tickets.

ICEBALL
The definitive alley roller 

redemption game, hit the 
centre targets to score more

Bonus marquee optional

Bonus marquee optional

UP TO THE CHALLENGE?

NBA HOOPS

ICE SPORTS

D3075mm W890mm H2440mm 329kg
D121” W35” H96” 725lb

D3050mm W915mm H2695mm 490kg
D120” W36” H106” 1080lb

D3050mm W865mm H2950mm 306kg
D120” W34” H116” 675lb

NBA HOOPS

NFL 2 MINUTE DRILL

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Interactive ball toss
Stationary, spinning and 
pop out targets
Measures speed of pitch
Customisable to any MLB 
team

Play for fun bar option
Stationary, spinning and pop out 
targets
Reach the Hall of Fame
Customisable to any NFL team
Bonus marquee optional

Official NBA sized hoop
Customisable to any NBA team
Rear polycarbonate backboard
40 second ‘shot clock’ timer
Bonus marquee optional



W E  H AV E  A  W I N N E R

C L A S S I C

S TA N DA R D

D E L U X E

WINNERS
CUBE

D980mm W800mm H1820mm 261kg
D39” W32” H72” 575lb

D1720mm W1000mm H1835mm 300kg
D68” W40” H72” 661lb

D600mm W760mm H1820mm 200kg
D24” W30” H72” 441lb

The objective of Winners Cube is remarkably simple. 
Players must guide the slim rod, using the 2 buttons, 
into the correct position so it is aligned with a prize. 
If successful the rod will push the prize off the shelf 
and the player wins! The complete design and 
construction of the Winners' Cube follows a transparent 
thematic design that portrays a clean, suave, 
modern look and makes it a great addition to any 
location.

Ideal for bar locations

The ultimate merchandiser 
for you location

Centrepiece for every 
family entertainment centre

Features large prizes on 
one side

DOLPHIN
SHOW

Hurry up because the 
show is about to start! This 
quick fire, cute redemption 
game could not be 
simpler or more fun to 
play. The players must  
make the dolphin hit the 
ball in to the playfield and 
get it in one of the ticket 
prize targets. Only players 
with the best timing and 
accuracy will be able to 
hit the big prizes.

T H E  S H O W  I S  O N

Established in the 1990’s Andamiro has always been 
at the frontline of the amusement and gaming 
industry and through the years have become a 
distinguished institution that has been acknowledged 
throughout the world.

Andamiro has provided the amusement industry 
with a range of redemption and amusement products 
that have become must have’s. Constantly developing 
their range and evolving with new ideas Andamiro 
prioritize customer satisfaction at all levels.

Hurry up because the 
show is about to start! This 
quick fire, cute redemption
game could not be 
simpler or more fun to 
play. The players must  
make the dolphin hit the 
ball in to the playfield and 
get it in one of the ticket 
prize targets. Only players 
with the best timing and 
accuracy will be able to 
hit the big prizes.

T H E  S H O W  I S  O N

D1100mm W1020mm H1700mm
D44” W40” H67”



The ever popular 
Pump It Up is back 
with 2 differnt 
versions; Pro 2 and 
Fiesta and is 
jammed full of new 
features. Over 100 
news songs, features 
and graphics,  as 
well as 2 new game 
modes; a 2 player 
routine mode and 
the challenging new 
gauntlet mode.

P R O  2  A N D  F I E S T A

PUMP IT 
UP 2010

THERE’S MORE

Please ask for more information

D1880mm W2380mm H2425mm 452kg
D74” W94” H96” 996lb

P R O  2  A N D  F I E S T A

50” LCD screen
Bass speakers

D900mm W1115mm H2200mm 184kg
D36” W44” H87” 405lb

KING OF
HAMMER

Test your power and declare 
your might as you smash the 
power-gauge with all your 
strength. Challenge the highest 
scores, overcome them and set 
new limits as you take part in the 
legendary experience which is 

King of the Hammer.

I T ’ S  H A M M E R  T I M E

DRAGON
PUNCH

D550mm W900mm H2350mm 200kg
D22” W36” H93” 441lb

D785mm W900mm H3500mm 294kg
D31” W36” H138” 648lb

I T ’ S  H A M M E R  T I M E

D785mm W900mm H3500mm 294kg

Standard and deluxe available

Unleash your wrath and 
challenge others to overcome a 
battle of strength, speed, and 
reflex with Dragon Punch.

I T ’ S  A  K N O C K O U T

Sleek and safe design

Hand friendly leather punch bag

Urethane cushion pad for safety

Waterproof coating

Electronic score displays

Improved response pads that 
measure strength of impact
 



FOLD’N
FOTOS

Fold’n Fotos starts with 
four poses, but where it 
ends up is anybody’s 
guess. Peel away the 
adhesive backing & see 
what develops as your 
choice of graphic theme 
& style combine to 
produce eight colorful 
and unique stickers - 
each show casing 
individual photos on their 
own and in a group of 
four. If you choose, fold 
the stickers back on 
themselves to produce 
four, double sided, long 
lasting photo cards!

FOLD,FLIP,TEAR,SHARE

Since 1995, Fantasy Entertainment has become the 
largest manufacturer and operator of coin-operated  
photo booths in all of North America. Their booths 
are professionally manufactured and integrated, 
commercial-grade products that are both fun and 
functional. Visually stunning in their appearance, 
Fantasy photo booths create excellent business 
opportunities for operators, and exceptional entertainment 
value for the end user. 

Fold’n Fotos starts with 
four poses, but where it 
ends up is anybody’s 
guess. Peel away the 
adhesive backing & see 
what develops as your 
choice of graphic theme 
& style combine to 
produce eight colorful 
and unique stickers - 
each show casing 
individual photos on their 
own and in a group of 
four. If you choose, fold 
the stickers back on 

D865mm W1525mm H1905mm 363kg
D34” W60” H75” 800lb

Studio X delivers visually 
stunning photo effects. Each 
image can be edited by 
choosing the colorisation, 
texture, and element 
themes, or by adding one of  
many extreme frame 
designs. Each image is 
dazzling in its own unique 
way, and prints on glossy 4”x 
6” photo paper using fast, 
high-quality dye sublimation 
printer technology.

YOUR T IME TO SHINE

Foto Game Zone has been 
developed specifically for 
family friendly locations 
and entertainment 
centres. This unique output 
entertains by combining 
Fantasy’s legendary 
photo booth experience 
with appealing puzzles, 
games, and activities 
designed to keep younger 
children engaged and 
involved.

G E T  I N  T H E  Z O N E !

STUDIO X

FOTO GAME
ZONE

D750mm W1805mm H2000mm 290kg
D30” W71” H79” 640lb

D865mm W1525mm H1905mm 363kg
D34” W60” H75” 800lb

cabinet

cabinet



Fantasy Entertainment’s re-designed Foto Fantasy 
photo booth provides destination locations with an 
excellent revenue-generating opportunity and a 
unique entertainment experience for their patrons.

Each Foto Fantasy booth’s exterior is customised to 
capture the distinctive spirit and personality of its 
location, and generates 9 high-quality branded 
photo souvenirs. New “Luma-Key” technology uses 
a light-panel backdrop to isolate the customer’s 
image and display it within layered backgrounds 
and foregrounds. This technique places each 
customer inside the photo and provides a new 
element of interaction.

PUTS YOU IN THE PICTURE

FOTO
FANTASY 

D1095mm W1905mm H2060mm 363kg
D43” W75” H81” 800lb

D1095mm W1905mm H2060mm 363kg

Luma-Key technology

Natural, high quality photos

4x6 or 5x7 prints

Season based themes

Customisable booth graphics

USED GAMES

In October 2008, Sega Amusements Europe took the 
decision to sell direct within the UK, which has 
enabled us to develop a supply chain of previously 
owned games. We have assembled a highly skilled 
and very experienced team of technicians, solely 
dedicated to achieving the highest standards in 
refurbishing machines, allowing us to offer a wide 
range of video games, simulators, redemption and 
novelty machines to any market throughout the 
world. We understand that it is a false economy to 
supply our customer with anything other than the 
very best quality possible and this division prides 
itself on the work it produces.

All machines, once refurbished, are given our 
official seal of approval. The ‘Sega Assured’ stamp 
proves that the machine has been through extensive 
testing and has passed our rigorous and strict 
assessment procedures. We distribute a full list of 
refurbished products by e-mail on a regular basis. 
To have your email address added to our database, 
please send a request to sales@sega.co.uk, & we 
will keep you fully updated on a regular basis.

sales@sega.co.uk

SEGA ASSURED QUALITY



www.segatotalsolutions.com

SPARES &
SUPPORT

Formed in February 2007, Sega Total Solutions (STS) 
has quickly won itself a reputation for its highly 
professional approach to business. With a wealth of 
experience amongst our personnel, we are able to 
offer our customers a service which is unrivalled 
within the industry.

STS was setup to supply Sega Amusements Europe’s 
customers with parts and service for Sega manufac-
tured machines. However, as Sega Amusements 
Europe took on the right to distribute new 3rd party 
products, STS took on the distribution of spares for a 
number of these world leading manufacturers of 
amusement equipment.

STS can now offer a complete spares and service 
package to support the following major brands; 
Fantasy Entertainment, Ice, Andamiro, Triotech, 
Simuline, Fusense, Quasimoto, along with it’s own 
and very popular Sonic Allstars machines. STS aim 
to dispatch on the same day and carry out repairs 
within 5 working days by Sega trained personnel 
with parts direct from the manufactures.

This year STS will be proud to be showing, for the first 
time, the Sega Change Machine, which is a high 
quality solution to your change machine needs at a 
competitive price.

PETER MURPHY
GENERAL MANAGER -  STS DIVISION
SPARES & CUSTOMER SERVICES
peterm@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8061

SEGA TOTAL SOLUTIONS

CONTACTS

Technical Support
+44 (0) 208 391 8072

ADAM GARRETT
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
adamg@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8072

COLIN CAMPBELL
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
colinc@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8072

GAMINI BANDARA
TECHNICAL SERVICE MANAGER
gaminib@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8065

JAY KNOTT
PRODUCT SUPPORT MANAGER
jayk@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8088

DANNY HESTER
SALES EXECUTIVE
dannyh@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8063

JOHN COSTELLO
SALES EXECUTIVE
johnc@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8062



SEGA PR IZE  EUROPE
Sega Prize Europe specialise in providing family 
entertainment centres and amusement locations with 
high quality licensed plush and merchandise.  We take 
great pride in producing high quality products and do 
not believe in compromise.

Our prize program is constantly growing, by acquiring 
popular licences that are highly desirable to the players 
of today.  Creativity is our strength and we are always 
exploring new ideas that excite all ages and genders.   
We believe in value for money and where possible our 
merchandise will be safe for all ages or as we like to call 
it ‘Sega Safe’. 

If you would like to speak to one of the team please 
contact them on the dedicated prize line + 44 (0) 208 391 
8089 or send us an email on sega.prize@sega.co.uk.

PRIZE &
MERCHANDISE

sega.prize@sega.co.uk

DENNY WONG
PRODUCT DESIGN
& DEVELOPMENT
dennyw@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8073

TRISHA MAYES
SALES & MARKETING
EXECUTIVE
trisham@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8083

TREVOR CLARKE
HEAD OF MERCHANDISE
DIVISION
trevorc@sega.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 8391 8086

notes




